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Letter from the Editor
DMANF members, Partners & Friends are the standard bearers of responsible,
data-driven marketing & fundraising. We look forward to gathering with you
in San Diego in October & Washington in February.
DMA2014: The Global Event for Data-Driven Marketers

dma14.org

Monday, October 27, 2014 – Thursday, October 30, 2014

San Diego Convention Center / San Diego, CA
Special Nonprofit Day events & nonprofit organizations attend the three-day
conference & exhibition for just $699.
Use Speakers & VIP Registration @ https://dma14.registerat.com/(S(f10tinoqid23aru5sehrf1hq))/
Default.aspx?mode=PromoCode & discount code: DMA14NPDM

2015 Washington Nonprofit Conference:
Monumental Fundraising — Strategies, Solutions, Results

dc.dmanf.org

Thursday, February 26, 2015 & Friday, February 27, 2015

Renaissance Washington, DC Downtown Hotel / Washington, DC
In this edition of the Journal:

Introducing the DMANF Nonprofit Accountability Dashboard;
Easter Seals looking out for veterans;
iDonate’s Ray Gary with the potential of noncash giving;
Catherine LaCour & Peggy Frazier of Blackbaud’s clinic on acquiring top talent;
Russ Reid’s Damaris Montalvo on Hispanic donors;
Stone Soup Creative’s Julia Reich with the art of the rebrand;
General Counsel Xenia “Senny” Boone, Esquire with your latest
DMANF policy scorecard; &
a special section devoted to the 2014 New York Nonprofit Conference.
I hope you enjoy this edition of the Journal & thank you for your continued
support of the DMA Nonprofit Federation. I look forward to seeing you in
San Diego & Washington.
Warm regards,

Managing Editor
AOsgood@the-dma.org
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Shannon McCracken
Chair | DMANF Ethics Committee
Senior Director, Direct Response Marketing | Special Olympics International

Introducing the DMANF

Nonprofit Acountability Dashboard
Picture this: A donor receives a

passionate plea to support your organiKudos to early adopters!
zation doing great work. He cares about
the cause and wants to help. But, he asks,
Has your organization already posted the
will a donation to this organization make
Dashboard? Let us know so we may spotlight
a difference?
your leading example on the DMANF website.
It’s not a new question. This is a typical
Email Alicia Osgood, AOsgood@the-dma.org
donor, one of many who, together, create
with the link to your Dashboard.
incredible impact in this world through
their combined generosity and willingComing Soon?
ness to help when we ask. They are intelligent, thoughtful and compassionate.
If your Dashboard will be posted to your
And increasingly, they are skeptical.
website by January 2, please let us know
Watchdog organizations have been
and we will recognize your work in process!
helping donors with this research and
validation step for years. In most cases,
the approach is fairly straightforward:
Glean key pieces of information from publically availAs we well know, there’s much more to it. So we
able resources — like a nonprofit’s IRS 990 — to prescan continue to lament third party inability to tell the
ent a quick snapshot of a nonprofit’s stewardship of
complete story for us. Or, we can finally step up and
donor dollars. Watchdogs offer this across scores of
own our stories.
nonprofits with one-stop shopping appeal. It’s a serEveryone who attended the New York Nonprofit
vice to donors and, in theory, a service to nonprofits
Conference in August learned about the new Nonprofit Dashboard. Created by the DMA Nonprofit
because they are doing what we have not: Make it easy
Federation Ethics Committee and Advisory Counfor the donor to feel good about the check they are
cil, the Dashboard put a standardized reporting tool
about to write.
into nonprofits’ hands to address donor questions and
The problem, though, is one that the watchdogs
further our collective commitment to accountability,
themselves have acknowledged. With this simplified
transparency, and self-regulation.
approach across massive numbers of organizations
Most of us are already posting audited financial docevery year, the metrics have to be boiled down to
uments and annual reports on our website. So why go
such a degree that the story becomes a one-note song.
through the extra step of copying numbers into the
The health of an organization, as portrayed to that
Dashboard? For starters, a tax form is not easy readthoughtful yet skeptical donor, too often is whittled to
ing. How many $25 direct marketing donors on your
a cost of fundraising ratio, black and white. The less
house file or your prospect lists really want to plow
you spend to fund your cause, the more worthy you
through a 990 before making their next gift? Watchdog
are of the donor’s support.

4
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Available online at http://nonprofitfederation.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Nonprofit_Dashboard_SAMPLE.pdf.

DMA NONPROFIT DASHBOARD
Organization:

Meals for Many

Year Founded:

1999

Mission Statement:
Meals for Many provides nourishing meals to individuals and families living in ... and so on, organization's mission
statement goes here.

Prior
fiscal year

Two
years ago

1/1/13-12/31/13

1/1/12-12/31/12

1/1/11-12/31/11

962,400 meals served

xxx,xxx meals
served

xxx,xxx meals
served

$x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

Total organizational
expenditures

$x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

Expenditures to program

$x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

Number of new
members/donors acquired

xx,xxx

xx,xxx

xx,xxx

Total number of current year
donors/members

xxx,xxx

xxx,xxx

xxx,xxx

Revenue raised from donors

$xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

Most recent
fiscal year
Fiscal year

12-month fiscal year,
which may not be a calendar year.

Delivery against mission
This definition will vary by organization, but
will typically be number of constituents served
or other quantified outcome specific to the
organization’s mission.

Total organizational revenue
This includes all sources of revenue,
including donor contributions, major
and planned gifts, government
funding, grants, and gifts in kind.

Cash
Gifts in
kind

Expenditures to acquire
and cultivate donors

Link to Charting Impact
Report, if available:

Insert organization's Charting Impact URL here.
http://www.guidestar.org/rxg/update-nonprofit-report/charting-impact.aspx
This reporting tool is being provided by nonprofit organizations to report important information
to donors, supporters and members. The DMANF is not responsible in any way for the numbers
reported and presented by the organization. Accordingly, the numbers reported are expected to be
consistent with the nonprofit’s audited financial statements, and are being reported to demonstrate
transparency and accountability to the public regarding the organization’s fundraising results.
Copyright, 2014 by the Direct Marketing Association. All rights reserved.
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organizations figured that out a long time ago, which
is why they created snapshot reports and metrics. Easy
is good. We owe it to our supporters to extract the
numbers that are most relevant and share those in a
very easy to access, easy to understand view. And let
there be no question, just because the organization is
taking the reins on sharing the information versus a
third party watchdog, these cannot be made up numbers. Nearly all of the metrics on the dashboard come
straight from a nonprofit organization’s IRS 990 and/or
audited financials — the same validated information
used by watchdogs on our behalf. Others are already
being published in our annual reports or websites.
There is a part B, though, and this is the game-changer. We have been arguing for years that financial ratios
cannot always tell a complete and accurate picture.
Serving up revenue and expense numbers alone, then,
is more of the same old half-story. Where is the qualifier? Everyone knows about cost of fundraising and
how efficiently an organization can raise a dollar. But
what does it do with the dollar?
The Dashboard begins to address this open ended
question in three ways:
1 / Measuring and reporting delivery against
mission. This line on the Dashboard has the flexi-

bility to capture each organization’s key performance
metric. For Special Olympics, it is the number of people with intellectual disabilities whom we serve each
year through our sports training and competition programs. For another organization it may mean quantifying research or lives saved. It’s the reason you do
what you do, and how your organization measures
itself against its own strategic plan. For most organizations, this is a data point that is already front and center internally, and probably also on your annual report
or major donor collateral materials.

3 / Linking to Charting Impact. When DMANF

began conceptualizing the Dashboard, there was a
lot of discussion about a narrative portion to elaborate on organizational goals, challenges, and progress,
packaged in a very donor-friendly format. Someone
pointed us to Charting Impact — at the time a fairly
new reporting system introduced collaboratively by
Independent Sector, GuideStar, and BBB Wise Giving
Alliance. Since then, with some great work by GuideStar to market Charting Impact through the GuideStar Exchange, use by nonprofits has taken off. We
realized there was no need to reinvent the wheel within the Dashboard. Instead, we encourage nonprofits
to also complete the five question Charting Impact
report, and then link to it through the Dashboard to
cross-promote both pieces of self-reporting. If you
aren’t yet familiar with Charting Impact, please check
it out: http://www.guidestar.org/rxg/update-nonprofit-report/charting-impact.aspx.
The Nonprofit Dashboard follows on heels of the
Principles & Best Practices for Accountability in
Fundraising that DMANF published last year. Unlike
the annotated DMA Member Guidelines — which
are very important but, at 55 pages, not light reading
— we boiled down the most important and relevant
points to three pages:


Acknowledging that donors expect nonprofits to operate at a high level of standards and
transparency and outlining basic guidelines we
all must follow as natural course, such as clearly articulating the work that we do and why.



Addressing fundraising as a key function of
nonprofits for both short- and long-term viability, including a statement that cost of fundraising will fluctuate year over year and financial health should be tracked over more than
twelve month periods – but that a majority of
annual revenue should be spent on program.



Providing recommendations for agreements
made between a nonprofit and a commercial
partner, aka, agency of record and the other host
of partners and vendors we rely on for expertise and efficiency. A commercial entity should

2 / Providing a three-year view. Financials are au-

dited annually, but our investments, gains, and losses
have a longer story to tell. The three-year history on
the Dashboard shows change over time rather than
a standalone twelve month slice. An investment in
one year may not pay off until many months later –
so let’s show the beginning and the end (or at least
the middle).

6
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not take advantage of a nonprofit by offering illadvised agreement terms, but it is incumbent upon
the nonprofit to understand contract terms —
including payment requirements — before signing an agreement.
All DMANF members, as a condition of membership, agree to comply with these best practices. The document is available here: http://non-

profitfederation.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/
Fundraising-Principles-FINAL-71613.pdf.
Advisory Council Chair Angel Aloma reminded us,
during the New York Conference lunch session, just
how critical it is for nonprofits to seize control of our
own accountability reporting to our donors, volunteers, constituents, and the media. We need to do this
not only as individuals, but as an industry. If a couple
of us do it, we are a few fireflies in a dark sky. If we
all do it, we create our own spotlight. It won’t happen
overnight. DMANF is marketing it, and as more of
us begin using Charting Impact, we can benefit from
the great awareness already being built by GuideStar.
Individually we as the nonprofit marketing community should begin to incorporate the Dashboard and
Principles into our everyday conversations with donors and media.

tion, is about the easiest thing you will do this week.
Why? Because almost all of the numbers come straight
from (a) your organization’s audited financials, (b) donor fundraising metrics you probably already have on
your desk, and (c) your organizational goals and internal progress reports. It’s beautifully simple.

So, let’s do it!
Step 1: The Dashboard editable pdf template is avail-

able at www.nonprofitfederation.org in the Ethics &
Policy area. Fill it out for your organization, and place
it on your website where donors will find it, like with
your annual report or on a donor services FAQ page.

Step 2: Create or update your Charting Impact report
with GuideStar.
Step 3: Make sure everyone who touches fundrais-

ing in your organization has a copy of the Principles &
Best Practices for Accountability in Fundraising (also
available in the Ethics & Policy area of www.nonprofitfederation.org).

Step 4: Let us know that you’ve done it. And then ask

one of your peers at another organization to join us. 7

“We adhere to the DMA
Nonprofit Federation Principles
and Best Practices, and we publish
an annual Dashboard showing
exactly what we do and how we
measure it. Let me show you.”
Two final notes
First, there will eventually be a Dashboard 2.0. The
version we released this summer was vetted by many
industry leaders and organizations over months of
test driving. But already we have heard some great
suggestions for small changes to make it even better.
We will collect those over time and in a year or so
release a slightly modified version, nothing major —
new look, same great taste. If you have an idea, please
send it our way.
Second, we know you are busy. Let me reassure you
that filling out the Dashboard, even for the first time
when you have to catch up on three years of informa-
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Shannon McCracken is Senior Director,
Direct Response Marketing, for Special Olympics International. She serves on the DMA
Nonprofit Federation Advisory Council and
has been chair of the Ethics Committee since
2011. You can view the Special Olympics
Nonprofit Dashboard here: http://www.specialolympics.org/Common/Reports.aspx.
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Humorous PSAs Help
Change the Way We Look
at Veteran Employment

The Bank
youtube.com/watch?v=ShnRj4W3vUk
Morning Routine
youtube.com/watch?v=aRDBo8F9OtY

8

Easter Seals Dixon Center was looking for a fresh
approach to increase awareness of the Military &
Veterans services they were providing. Their goal
was to create a PSA that would normalize receiving
veteran services by changing the public’s perception
of veterans. To do this, the organization reached out
to Kyle Hausmann-Stokes, a director/producer/writer
at Blue Three productions, former US Army Staff Sergeant/Iraq Combat Veteran and co-founder of the Veterans in Film and Television association (VFT).
This was exactly the kind of project for which Kyle
had been waiting. Kyle hoped to change the conversation
around veterans, and Easter Seals Dixon Center was ready
for change. The approach Kyle took may come as a surprise;
he decided to make fun of veterans.
Why would a US Army combat veteran of Iraq want to make
fun of veterans? Kyle explains feeling slighted by all the advertising aimed at him as a veteran. He fully understood how
serious the issues facing veterans can be, having dealt with
many of them first hand. However, he resented the overly
emotional ads putting veterans on a pedestal. He described
advertisements as placing veterans into two buckets. They
were either heroes of incomparable greatness to the public,
or tragic sufferers who had been through more than the
public will ever know. While both approaches may have
elements of truth, they effectively isolate veterans making them feel disconnected from civilian life and embarrassed to admit they might need help.
Kyle took issue with the idea that hip, hilarious, viral
commercials and advertisements excluded veterans.
He wanted to create veteran-focused content that was

The Journal of the DMA Nonprofit Federation

Megan Cauley
PR & Social Media Intern | Easter Seals, Inc.

funny, and break free from the advertising clichés fueling misconceptions of overly serious veterans who cannot laugh or
be fun. Most importantly, he wanted to create something to
which veterans and civilians alike could relate.
Through Veterans in Film and Television’s Facebook group,
Kyle collected as many funny ideas about veterans and military culture as possible. The amount of responses Kyle received was overwhelming and demonstrated that Kyle was not
alone in his resentment towards veteran stereotypes.
Thanks to Kyle’s direction, Easter Seals Dixon Center created two PSAs. The first, entitled “Morning Routine,” uses
humor to show how one veteran’s biggest ‘issue’ is that he
is simply too fast and too efficient. The other, “The Bank,”
shows a young female veteran who unknowingly negotiates the slow-moving bank line with the marching precision
she mastered in the military, while the rest of the line stares
in amazement.
The PSAs change the conversation around veterans in an
important way. By allowing the viewer to playfully laugh at
veterans, they become more accessible the public and remove
the stigmas veterans may associate with receiving help. It becomes a normalized process for veterans to accept help for
reintegration and encourages them to do so without shame.
Removing the portrayal of an untouchable veteran helps to
expedite the reintegration process and changes the perspective of the public and potential employers.
The thoughtful planning of the PSAs paid off, and they did
remarkably well, with over 4,935 total viewings, and 30,449,436
impressions made. Easter Seals Dixon Center hopes to continue to positively change the perception of veterans and encourage them to seek help when needed. 7
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About Easter Seals Dixon Center
Easter Seals is one of the nation’s oldest
nonprofits. While the organization is wellknown for providing exceptional services
to individuals with disabilities, many may
not realize it has also been supporting veterans since World War II. In 1945, Easter
Seals recognized the growing needs of
veterans as they returned home and decided to reach out to them with support.
When a similar situation arose with service members returning from Iraq and Afghanistan, Easter Seals rose to the occasion again, and formed a partnership with
the Dixon Center. Easter Seals Dixon
Center believes communities play a key
role in the reintegration of veterans, military families and families of the fallen. To
this end, it works to strengthen communities and community based services. Find
out more at eastersealsdixoncenter.org.
Megan Cauley is a PR and Social Media
Intern at Easter Seals Inc. in Chicago, IL.
She assists with the development and
execution of initiatives launched by Easter Seals Dixon Center to help veterans
and their families thrive in their communities. She is also studying for her master’s
in Public Relations and Advertising at
DePaul University.
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Raymond “Ray” J. Gary
CEO | iDonate, a facilitator of noncash donations to nonprofits

Noncash Giving:

The ‘Long Tail’ of Donor Engagement

I

t seems “The Long Tail” (see http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/12.10/tail.html) has its own tail. Since
Chris Anderson first coined the term in a Wired article back in 2004, the concept has been applied to practically every product and market imaginable. It may sound outdated, but there’s still some knowledge to be
mined there for fundraisers, especially as it relates to noncash giving.

Allow me to explain.
The Original “Long Tail”
In recent years, technology — and more specifically,
the Internet — helped savvy online businesses make
money from low-demand items. One of the best illustrations of this is what Amazon did with books. The
traditional brick-and-mortar bookstore has limited
shelf space, so it tends to focus on stocking popular
titles that will sell. Space constraints and the need to
move stock combine to limit selection.
Then Amazon, which doesn’t have to worry about
physical space limitations, came along and gave readers access to essentially every book ever published. It
didn’t care what readers bought as long as they bought
it from Amazon.
As Bezos and company soon discovered, there was
enormous demand for books beyond the basic selection offered by the traditional bookstore. By tapping
into that demand, Amazon not only captured the market for more obscure reads, it captured the lion’s share
of the market for best-selling titles.

10

The Long Tail of Noncash Giving
How does the Amazon example apply to your organization and its fundraising practices? Well, we believe
that noncash gifts could be the same kind of “long tail”
opportunity for nonprofits that books were for the online retailer, not only giving you access to more donors
but also enabling you to capture a larger portion of
what donors are willing to give.
If you’re accepting only cash or credit card donations,
you’re the equivalent of the traditional brick-and-mortar bookstore. You provide the option the greatest
number of donors want — which is the same option
offered by every other nonprofit organization. There’s
nothing wrong with that, per se. But you’re overlooking an entire group of donors who have noncash gifts
to give. Similar to our Amazon example, there is a demand out there waiting to be met.
Let’s look at it another way: By limiting your organization exclusively to cash and credit card donations,
you eliminate your access to donors who would be willing to make noncash gifts. And that means you don’t
have access to the other 90 percent of a donor’s assets.
Why not adopt the mindset of Amazon, Netflix, and
other successful online businesses and say, “It doesn’t
matter what donors give to our organization as long as
donors give to our organization.”

The Journal of the DMA Nonprofit Federation

By accepting noncash gifts, you stand to:


increase the number of new donors to
your organization;



unlock the existing demand for noncash
giving by making it possible for those who
want to donate noncash items; and



make your organization an even more
attractive option for potential donors who
have cash to give.

It’s a win-win. Your organization will see an
increase in donors and donations, enabling it to
further its mission. And your donor base will be
able to make a greater impact on a cause they
care about while also getting rid of items they no
longer need.
Best of all, you’ll be deepening existing relationships with some donors and forging new
ones with others.

Making the Most of Your Noncash Giving
Whether you’re already accepting noncash gifts or just
looking to get started, here are a few things to consider:


Noncash gifts should be promoted right
alongside donations of cash. If they appear as
an afterthought, you’re missing out on making a
holistic — and more compelling — ask.



Make it easy for potential donors to see
the types of things they can donate. Just as
Amazon has a recommendation engine, think
about creating a donation recommendation engine. For instance, if someone donates an iPhone,
make sure they know that they can donate other
kinds of electronics and provide some examples
of what your organization is willing to accept.



Make it easy for donors to share their donation
experience with others. Most people aren’t aware
of their options for noncash giving, so help your
donors share that information through their
social media connections.

For decades now, advances in technology have made
it easier and easier for businesses to match supply with
demand. Isn’t it about time nonprofits started doing
the same for their donors? 7
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Attracting & Retaining Great Talent:

What Winning Brands Know

A

fter celebrating 10 successful years as
a NASDAQ-traded company, winning
numerous awards for technology innovation and once again being listed as one
of the “Best Places to Work” in South Carolina for our
fifth consecutive year, Blackbaud continues to attract
and retain top talent.
It isn’t an easy undertaking, nor is there a perfect recipe for success. However, at Blackbaud, we’ve learned
that attracting and retaining the best and the brightest isn’t just the responsibility of human resources—it
requires close collaboration between human resources
and marketing as recruitment, employee engagement
and branding are inextricably linked. In addition to
our own collaboration and interacting, we’ve found
tremendous value in adopting best practices learned
from other organizations. Here are some key “corporate behaviors” that seem to keep top talent knocking
down the doors of winning brands and staying with
them for the long-term:

1. Guard their “True North”
Over the years, we’ve found that winning brands consistently hire, innovate and go-to-market in a way that
reflects steadfast alignment with their core values and
mission. Companies that innovate within the confines
of their core mission, live its brand promise, and act
like a market leader (regardless of actual market position) attract high performers. Moreover, organizational commitment to cultivating “values alignment”
ensures a workplace that believes in and reflects those
values. When corporate values are embodied internally
and externally with consistency, prospective customers and employees experience a brand with which they
want to engage more deeply.
Although building a strong culture with a motivated workforce of brand ambassadors is key to brand

12

approval and growth, many organizations have latent
issues in this area. In a recent article (see http://www.
forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2013/04/09/how-starbucks-walmart-and-ibm-launch-brands-internallyand-what-you-can-learn-from-them/) Forbes reported that “fewer than 50% of employees believe in their
company’s brand idea and even less are equipped to
deliver on it.” We’ve all encountered individuals who
didn’t believe in what they were selling, causing us, as
customers, to think twice about our decision. The same
goes for talent acquisition—high potential recruits will
sniff out an unhealthy culture, or a company that is
confused about its brand identity, from a mile away.
Therefore, we’ve found that successful companies proactively invest time and resources to educate, inspire
and rally staff around their brand promise—and then
reinforce those messages to keep everyone engaged.
In hiring, winning brands never sacrifice passion for
experience, but rather hire for both, and are courageous
enough to say “thanks anyway” to those that don’t exude a genuine passion for the mission or demonstrate
core values alignment. Likewise, successful companies
are willing to move on from staff who no longer believe
in the mission or exude its prized values.
2. Step outside of their comfort zone
While it is crucial for companies to stay on mission and
operate within their core values, the best brands embrace and often pursue change. Companies that attract
and retain talent with the most success are confident
in their core, but humble enough to know that what
works today may not resonate tomorrow. They are always looking forward; hiring, planning and delivering
with an eye toward where the company is going, not
where it is today.
Companies who understand this concept typically
have a high innovation bar. They applaud creativity and
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leave margin for great ideas to flourish. Also, there are
countless stories of companies, who not only learned
from failure, but discovered the “next big thing” in the
process. This constant wave of innovation and willingness to fail helps companies push the boundaries
of excellence, driving improved customer adoption
and loyalty. It also attracts talent, as prospective hires
see that risk-taking and idea-sharing is valued within
the organization.
Winning brands also proactively seek out feedback
from external stakeholders, such as customers, partners, influencers and experts. Companies that are clear
about their purpose and where they are going, but reflect constant state of learning and self-improvement,
seem to always attract talent with ease.
Additionally, highly sought-after brands often
seek out talent that — although mission and values
aligned — looks different than their typical employee
profile. They embrace the concept of “new and different”,
seeing it as oxygen to bring new competency into
their organization.
3. Make people and culture a priority
Leading brands understand the connection between
culture and their ability to attract talent. They take
staff satisfaction, workplace experience and corporate
culture seriously, and understand that employees are
the company’s best recruiting tool. When mission-passionate employees feel valued and enjoy coming to
work, they are often extremely powerful ambassadors
of the brand.
Rising generations of talent are extremely causeminded, so are naturally attracted to brands who have
integrated “giving back” and/or more formal corporate
social responsibility objectives. For example, at Blackbaud, our staff surveys consistently show that high
performers joined the company because they believe
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Catherine LaCour

Peggy Frazier

Blackbaud | VP of Corporate Marketing

Blackbaud | Director of Talent Acquisition

in our mission to help nonprofits make a difference
in the world. They want to work for a company with
a conscience and value service, so in support of that,
we allow them to earn vacation days by volunteering
for nonprofit organizations. We also have a corporate
social responsibility team that proactively engages employees in the creative process to identify our give back
programs and focus areas.
Building a strong internal culture extends way beyond corporate social responsibility, however. In recruiting at Blackbaud, one of the most common things
candidates tell us they are seeking is a company with a
good cultural vibe. So we’ve invested significant time to
gather feedback from staff on topics related to culture,
and have made adjustments to our operating frameworks, policies and employee engagement programs
based on their input. We even put in a gym, fooseball tables, a convenient café and other “experiential”
conveniences — all in response to staff feedback, which
has positively impacted innovation, job satisfaction
and productivity.
4. Keep the brand top of mind
With consistency, winning brands also proactively work to elevate their brand story outside of their
core industry. Not only do they enjoy the bottom line
benefits of greater brand awareness, they also attract
attention from diverse talent pools, which reduces
the recruitment lifecycle and positions the company
for growth.
More specifically, companies have found that grabbing share of life beyond their core target market
helps them capitalize on brand awareness in recruit-
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ing efforts. Practices, such as elevating the corporate
brand conversation or starting a cross-industry dialogue, helps expand a brand’s reach. If done well, these
approaches create a positive halo affect; catalyzing
positive momentum and messages in a broader market
with customers. This attracts the attention of multiple
audiences — investors, potential employees, thought
leaders, press, and more.
Blackbaud’s nonprofit customers often tell us that
they sometimes struggle to attract top talent due to
their inability to compete with robust, for-profit compensation structures. They claim that—when recruiting for talent with corporate background, finding top
performers who are personally ready to shift to a rewarding nonprofit career and embrace the cause-minded compensation structure—is like finding a needle in
a haystack. Deploying this “share of life” strategy, coupled with efforts to drive a constant stream of news and
content into the market, can give nonprofits a platform
to cast a wider net of professionals who are contemplating an industry and/or career track transition.
Another important strategy is equipping staff. By
giving employees tools that help them proliferate the
brand promise, companies are more likely to have outspoken employee ambassadors and “on-message” content in the marketplace. For example, when employees are provided with collateral, sample social media
messages (and guidance for what the company finds
acceptable by its associates), merchandise and other
resources, they seem to more ready to promote the
company’s mission and thought-leadership messages.
In summary, winning brands are always setting the
standard for talent recruitment and retention because
they stay true to who they are, stay open to change,
prioritize people and culture and are constantly seeking out new ways to elevate their brand message in
the marketplace. No matter what else seems to change
with time—from technology to communication mechanisms to the competitive landscape and more—these
behaviors seem to stand the test of time as important
best practices for driving a healthy and thriving corporate brand. And the best of the best seem to allow
themselves to be challenged and shaped by these concepts in a perpetual way. 7

Bringing 18 years of leadership
experience to her role, Catherine
LaCour is Blackbaud’s vice president of corporate marketing while
also serving as a member of its Executive Leadership Team (see blackbaud.
com/company/executive-leadership.aspx). She is responsible
for the company’s global brand, corporate communications,
public relations, event strategy, marketing services, and other
strategic functions in order to catalyze new growth, accelerate
innovation and deliver an outstanding customer experience.
Before joining Blackbaud, LaCour was the vice president of
marketing and product management at Regent Education, a
software provider in the higher education space, where she
led branding, marketing communications, demand generation,
sales enablement, product direction and customer experience
initiatives. LaCour has a Bachelor of Science from the College
of Charleston and a Master of Business Administration from
American Graduate School of International Management; after
receiving her MBA, she worked in Africa for the International
Telecommunications Union, an arm of the United Nations. She
currently sits on the College of Charleston Graduate School’s
Advisory Board.

Peggy Frazier has over 30 years
of human resources and talent
acquisition

experience

working

for iconic brands such as Apple,
Microsoft and Under Armour. She
is currently the head of Global Talent
Acquisition and Onboarding for Blackbaud. Peggy’s experience spans all functions of Human Resources with a specialty in staffing, talent acquisition, talent sourcing and staffing
operations. During her 19 years with Microsoft, Peggy held
a variety of roles which included HR responsibility for US
Product Support Services, recruiting leadership for worldwide
services, and leading global talent sourcing for the company.
She is a “technology geek” and is always looking for ways
that technology can be utilized in human resources to enhance
productivity and overall results. As the leader for Talent Acquisition, Peggy leads the company’s recruiting efforts spanning
university recruiting & internships, executive recruiting, industry experience hiring and all of the programs and operations
that support recruiting — such as interview training, employee
referral and relocation programs, and workforce planning.
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Top10

Characteristics
of the Hispanic Donor
Damaris Montalvo
Russ Reid

Damaris “Dama” Montalvo is a nonprofit professional with deep experience in Hispanic marketing and fundraising. She joined Russ Reid in 2008 to grow a donor base
of US Hispanic donors for the largest and most well-known
charity in Mexico: Teletón. Since then, Dama has served nonprofits through multi-channel fundraising strategies in English
and Spanish, including KCET, Paws With A Cause, Operation
Smile, American Red Cross, and many more. Past marketing
experience in the commercial sector includes Azteca América,
Azteca Mobile, Banco Azteca, and Curaçao.

For all the talk about Hispanic marketing,
there’s very little discussion about Hispanic
fundraising. What fundraisers know about
the Hispanic market often comes from the
commercial sector:

 There are 53 million residents of Hispanic origin
in the United States (1 in every 6), representing
the fastest growing demographic in the country.
 The purchasing power of Latino consumers is
incrementally increasing.
 Hispanics have a strong proclivity for digital —
especially mobile and social —and are early
adopters of new technologies.
 Consumer trends vary by language preference,
generation breakdown, and geography.
But what do we know about Hispanic1 donors?
And how can we use these learnings to grow our
fundraising programs?
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The list below of the top 10 characteristics of Hispanic donors comes largely from Russ Reid’s Heart
of the DonorTM research study (conducted in partnership with Grey Matter Research & Consulting), as
well as other industry research and in-market nonprofit case studies.

1

Hispanic donors are generous.

Latinos represent a sizeable group of donors
whose annual average giving is healthy, and
whose generosity levels are right on par with the
largest donor group: Caucasians. English-speaking Latinos will donate larger average gifts, mirroring monetary contributions by English-speaking Caucasians. Spanish-speaking Latinos will
donate slightly lower average gifts, but these contributions represent a higher proportion of their
HHI. For example, if Caucasians give 1% of their
HHI to charitable contributions, Spanish-speaking Latinos will give 1.2% of their HHI.
“Hispanic” generally refers to language of origin or preference, specifically
Spanish. “Latino” generally refers to geography, alluding to country of origin
or history. For the purposes of this article, “Hispanic” will be the term most
frequently used, referring to Spanish-language marketing, as opposed to
English-language communications.

1

4
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2

Hispanic donors yield great long-term donor
value (LTDV), while typically acquired at half the
cost of their English-language counterparts.

7

For nonprofits looking to acquire Hispanic sustainers, direct response television (DRTV) has proven
to be a successful platform when the offer is strong.
But for those looking to acquire single gift Hispanic donors, direct mail and digital have also proven
successful. Operation Smile recently tested a direct
mail acquisition campaign that yielded nearly a 1%
response rate with an average gift on par with the
English control. Spanish-language SEM and display
strategies have worked for several organizations,
yielding strong ROIs — and a lower media cost.

Because this market is still largely untapped by nonprofits, media buys can be more affordable. For example, Operation Smile has built a large Hispanic
donor file — 15% of which is composed of sustainers. These donors have a LTDV that’s on par with
English-speaking donors, and depending on the
channel, their cost-per-acquisition (CPA) is either
equal to or half as expensive as their English counterparts.

3

61% of Hispanic donors make
spur-of-the-moment giving decisions.

8

Only 39% of Hispanics donors plan in advance
which organizations they will support and how
much to contribute. This learning is ripe with promise, for as long as you’re “fishing where the fish are,”
with the right offer and the right message, you are
likely to capture their attention — especially in a
market that isn’t yet overly saturated.

4

72% of Latinos speak Spanish at home.

If Hispanics are more comfortable with English,
they’re consuming media in English and are likely
part of your donor file already. But if they’re speaking Spanish at home and their mothers, fathers, and
tías are watching Spanish-language TV, listening to
Spanish-language radio, or following mami blogueras online, you’re leaving money on the table if you
don’t pursue Spanish-language media.

5

Hispanics use at least 3 or 4 channels to give.

While non-Hispanics will use an average of 2 or 3
channels to give, Hispanics will use 3 to 4, choosing
whichever channel is the most convenient at the point
of interest. Multi-channel strategies enable them to
respond through several means.

6

Hispanics are 50% more likely than non-Hispanics to participate in monthly giving programs.

Spanish-speaking Latinos typically display generosity through frequent, multiple “lower” dollar gifts,
with the cumulative amount representing a higher
proportion of their HHI. This makes Hispanics
prime candidates for a sustainer program (assuming
you present a strong offer).
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Hispanics are 5 times more likely than non-Hispanics to list TV, radio, and primary channels.

38% of Hispanic donors are likely to
support a brand new organization each year.

This finding is not surprising, given that Hispanics
make spur-of-the-moment giving decisions. So with
a strategic, multi-channel presence, you’re providing ample opportunity to grab a new donor’s attention — and ample options to convert that interest
into action.

9

Credit and debit card usage among
Hispanics is growing.

While credit card (CC) usage decreased 7% for
non-Hispanics from 2004-20112, CC usage increased
23% for Hispanics, and debit card usage increased 115%.
In Hispanic households where credit and debit card
usage are common, household income is 2.5 times
higher than average.

10 Social media is key.
In Hispanic fundraising, social is the prime information center about your organization. Latinos
investigate a new cause by seeking input from others. What people (and not just watchdogs) say about
your organization matters. In addition to friends
and family, the opinions of donors, nonprofit employees, and social media followers are important.
New and existing donors will weigh social information heavily in making their first gift — and any
gifts thereafter. 7

2

http://www.packagedfacts.com/about/release.asp?id=2955
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Julia Reich
Stone Soup Creative

Branding Case Study:
How New York Insight Meditation
Center evolved to convey a “more
profound and holistic message”

P

eople are passionate about brands they feel connected to, and that doesn’t just apply to consumer products
like cars, coffee and yoga clothes — it’s relevant to nonprofit brands too. Loyalty is the holy grail of branding, as it can lead directly to increased awareness, participation, and donations.

However, in spite of your best efforts at getting the message out — from your website, to email, to print communications, to fund raising events — there may come a point when you realize your efforts could be more professional, accurate, resonant, or consistent. That’s when you know it could be time to re-brand.
Sometimes it is time for a re-brand because your organization’s mission or personality changed over the years,
and your brand no longer reflects who you have evolved to become. That’s what happened with our client New
York Insight Meditation Center (NYI) — an organization based in midtown Manhattan which provides a variety
of programs based on the teachings of the Buddha and rooted in the Therevada tradition.
Our client told us:

“We know it is time to re-brand because we realize that our old logo of the
circular hands and tagline — A peaceful refuge in the heart of the city — do
not resonate for us anymore as a full expression of what we have become —
a diverse community dedicated to transformation.”

Old logo 			

Postcard showing old logo and tagline

With this in mind, we were challenged to create new key messages, a tagline and logo that more fully
conveyed New York Insight’s values and personality.
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Marketing Challenges
1/ Visual stagnation and inconsistency: The existing logo had
been prepared in a hurry decades ago and held little meaning, and
there was no name or other text accompanying the graphic to tie it
together, resulting in confusion amongst constituents to recognize
and connect the logo to the brand.
2/ Ineffective marketing: the Center had a great program lineup,

Samples of
existing collateral
that were included
in the audit

and the communication materials were well written, but they lacked
consistency. And in trying to appeal to everyone, their message had
been watered down, sounding like all the other messages produced
by similar organizations.
Marketing Objectives
1/ Create consistent messaging that highlights what makes the
meditation center’s community unique — high-calibre teachers, a
sense of inclusivity, and a commitment to diversity and transformation
2/ Develop a meaningful, pithy tagline that extends the Center’s

brand by conveying its unique impact and value

3/ Redesign the logo, which will be expertly executed, simple,

and memorable, with visual elements that capitalizes on the strongest brand values, and which will be prominently applied to all the
Center’s communications

4/ Achieving financial support has been an organizational challenge. Encourage donations along with the concept — in the

Buddhist tradition, of dana — an act of generosity; to give without
expecting anything in return

5/ Grow the size of their audience, which includes new members
6/ Enable and empower the organization to create communication materials on their own after the branding project is complet-

ed without having to turn to Stone Soup Creative each time

The Steps Taken
In an effort to gain an understanding of where the Meditation Center was positioned in their sector, our first step was to listen, learn,
and examine the organization from all angles. We conducted several
modes of research in order to determine:
What do constituents think about NYI?
What are similar organizations doing?
 How can we best position NYI to avoid confusion
with similar organizations?
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Our research consisted of the following methodologies:
1/ Competitive reviews: We wanted to know how New York In-

sight compared with others groups with similar missions and services. It helps to know how audiences view the organization relative
to others. Even organizations with similar missions may have a different way of undertaking their goals that may appeal differently to
different people.



We created this spreadsheet (see https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AvnerkjaE0_cdEtwRjZnNEZqTkxqUU51dmRzWjBwb1E&usp=sharing#gid=0) of similar organizations’ online presence and compared their mission statement,
tagline, audience, perceived strengths and weaknesses.



We also conducted a visual survey of the “competition” — Buddhist organizations and meditation centers of course, but also
those practicing yoga and other forms of wellness.

We discovered many of these logos featured abstract, circular
symbols or nature imagery, and were rendered in light line weights
in pastel green and blue tones.
2/ Communications audit: We analyzed all of the organization’s

existing communications. This included brochures, pamphlets, flyers, emails and postcards (the website was barely an entity at the
time). We created another spreadsheet (see https://docs.google.
com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AvnerkjaE0_cdEtwRjZnNEZqTkxqUU51dmRzWjBwb1E&usp=sharing#gid=0) with columns devoted to audience, purpose, message, result and a final assessment of
each piece.

Above, a few of the logos
included in the Competitive
Landscape Review

3/ Surveys: We conducted about a dozen informal questionnaires,
mostly with Board members and staff, but also with some NYI
members and other visitors who picked one up at the front desk.
The survey (see https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X311OgCfAL3Ip-aB7sJ0YTTez2bQNKjFYSW-BTe0TiU/edit?pli=1) included
about 25 questions in the following categories:

Background
Perceptions
 Competition
 Audiences
 Logo and tagline



Responses were collected in a spreadsheet and analyzed.
Finally, we gathered the words and concepts that cropped up most
frequently in the surveys and created a word map. Clients often
find it helpful to see a visual representation of their most important
brand assets.
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Recommendations
In the concluding portion of the Discovery phase, we analyzed the
research findings and presented our recommendations to the client:
1/ We found their existing collateral welcomed everyone in equal
measure. This may be a true sentiment, but in order to have universal appeal the result felt bland and watered down, and the vitality
and diversity treasured by the NYI community was lost.
Recommendation: Identify NYI’s core values and create spe-

cific messaging to address them. Yes, everyone is welcome, but not
everyone is the same — in essence communicating that “You’ll find a
segment that’s just right for you here at NYI”. Furthermore, we
suggested that NYI frame its key messages in terms of what their
audiences value rather than what NYI thinks it has to offer them,
by speaking to their needs and desires.
2/ The Center’s programs are highly specialized offerings that attract people for different personal reasons. Some people seek a sense
of purpose, connection and community, some want to teach, and
others want to find a sense of peacefulness amidst urban chaos.
Recommendation: Knowing these reasons can help NYI tai-

lor their programs and their marketing efforts to better appeal to
prospective members.

3/ We found many instances where donations were mentioned in
detail — different giving levels, the concept of “dana,” the need for
volunteer services, etc. and found this confusing.
Recommendation: Stakeholders are appropriately focused on

getting more money, and the messages about giving are important
and should be made clear. But since ‘generosity’ is not the first
reason individuals step through NYI’s doors, do not focus on this
as the main message. Attract people to come through your doors
first for the things they find valuable.
4/ The old tagline, ‘A peaceful refuge in the heart of the city’ refers
more to location than value and possibilities.
Recommendation: Use the tagline to communicate the benefits
of meditation to people who may not understand it. Transformation
is active and powerful — who doesn’t want to be a better person?

Brand Story
We took the information gathered and worked to uncover New
York Insight’s unique story and personality in order set the tone and
strategy for their brand.
First, we developed five key messages focusing on NYI’s brand
assets — the group’s unique, differentiating features. Each is followed by several supporting points:
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1/ Transforming Lives:
Through the teaching and the practice

The teachings of the Buddha are central to the transformative nature of our center. And our caring teachers bring the teachings
to life — by making them accessible and demonstrating them in
a way that can be practiced daily life. By experiencing the teachings, learning, and practicing in a supportive community — our
members have transformed their lives. The power of the group
+ the power of individual = “Together we learn, individually
we transform”.
This message of transformation, achieved through the Buddhist
teachings was the core element of their programs and informed
everything they did. Thus the client felt it was more important than
all the rest, below:
2/ Peaceful Refuge:
Our center is calm and conducive to reflection

This is a place of tranquility. Here you can learn to live your life
wisely, connect to your deepest values—and be mindful. Amidst
our peaceful environment, you’ll achieve life transformation
through meditation and the teachings of the Buddha. When you’re
seeking an atmosphere of personal reflection, we have all the quiet
you need.

Julia Reich is a Brand Strategist and
Principal of Stone Soup Creative. She
oversees the creative studio on a variety
of innovative branding, marketing and design projects for nonprofits, foundations
and educational institutions. Julia has also
been featured in several design books including Graphic Recycling and The Big
Book of Green Design. Connect with her
at Stone Soup Creative, Facebook, Pinterest and on Twitter @juliareich.

3/ Commitment to Diversity:
Members, volunteers, teachers and other
supporters are an eclectic, multi-cultural group

Our community is strengthened by unique people. It’s their diversity that makes our programs and offerings so vibrant and varied.
4/ Urban Setting:
Manhattan location

Unlike any other — New York City is a truly unique place. A place
of exploration, possibility and new beginnings. It’s open-minded,
creative and powerful. We think we have a lot in common with the
city we call home. Our meditation center is strengthened by NYC’s
culture, taste and diversity.
5/ Welcoming Atmosphere:
Warm, friendly and supportive community

Open, friendly and accepting, we love the transformative power of
a welcoming community. Each day, we see the rewards our community brings to those who create and participate in it. Whatever your goals, whatever your speed, you’ll find a supportive, safe
non-judgmental environment where you can be yourself.
These talking points are “essential ideas to be conveyed” *—
not meant to be used verbatim, but as a starting point for
communications.
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message-development/nonprofit-messageplatform.html
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Next, we worked collaboratively with the client to develop a new
tagline, Where Hearts & Minds Awaken. This took several meetings,
lots of discussion, and several rounds of revisions. The new tagline
replaced the old slogan, A Peaceful Refuge in the Heart of the City,
which the client felt reinforced the fallacy that NYI was merely a
venue or location rather than a community. Where Hearts & Minds
Awaken reflects NYI’s passion and commitment to the transformative power that can be experienced through meditation and the
teachings of the Buddha.
Visual Identity: Rejected & Approved Concepts
Our final step in the NYI branding project was to develop a
new logo.
First, we “sketched” some preliminary ideas as form and style
took shape. None of these was quite resolved yet:

Eventually we presented three logo designs to the client. We hit
on several key concepts — with an accompanying rationale for our
choice of color, typeface and graphics. However, none of the logos
seemed entirely appropriate.

Concept A: Awakening

Concept B: Urban Sanctuary

Concept C: Mandala Flower

“The ideas behind these 3 logos are on track and in sync with
our mission/vision but their execution is a little off,” we were told.
The client was drawn to the Urban Sanctuary concept, but felt the
cityscape was too generic and the overall look and feel was too lightweight. They preferred the boldness of the type and rich, warm colors from Concept A.
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Working iteratively with the client, the logo was refined in three
rounds of presentations, and a final design incorporating the new
tagline was approved:
 Color: A palette of warm gold, orange, and deep red tones is evoc-

The new logo

ative of the spice-color robes of Theravada monks in southeast
Asia, in shades of curry, paprika, and blazing saffron.
Prokyon is a new Dutch Humanist typeface that is quirky,
clean and modern in appearance.

 Type:

 Graphics: A New York cityscape emerges from — and is elevat-

ed by — a lotus flower. The lotus flower, a strong Buddhist symbol representing purity and enlightenment, is evocative of NYI’s
tradition: “while rooted in the mud, its flowers blossom on long
stalks as if floating above the muddy waters of attachment and
desire.” The logo execution is bold — to emphasize the strength
and commitment necessary to practicing meditation and following the teachings.

Outcomes
We provided the organization with a Brand Guide, an electronic
manual which conveys the key messages and logo files so they can
keep the look and feel of their identity consistent. Implementation
of the standards helps build a strong image for the Meditation Center so their community will have an easier time recognizing their
good work and and understanding the case for supporting them.
Soon after the branding project concluded, NYI began applying
their new visual identity and messaging to a series of communication materials including an email newsletter campaign, website and
Facebook page.

A few pages from
the Brand Guide

Our client reported back:
“Our new logo which blends the vibrancy of the
city with the beauty and grace of the lotus flower… and the tagline Where hearts & minds awaken both reflect a much more profound and holistic
message about us now. Thank you for a beautiful
brand identity. I always appreciate your process
and its caring and careful qualities. Very much
like mindfulness.”
There are many indications it may be time to
re-brand your organization. Regardless of your
reason, and how much of the process you plan
to undertake, an updated brand can be worth the
effort — in order to increase loyalty for your organization and visibility for its programs, create
compelling and effective communications, and
reach more donors and other constituents. 7
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Website
Facebook page
Email newsletter of
upcoming events
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Public Policy Scorecard

The DMA Nonprofit Federation protects & defends nonprofit fundraising across all marketing channels to
advance responsible data-driven fundraising.
Our policy focus continues to be preserving charitable giving incentives, supporting postal reform to maintain
a stable United States Postal Service, keeping digital channels open, and combatting unreasonable fundraising
regulations impacting nonprofit organizations and those working on their behalf. A summary of each issue we
are presently monitoring follows.
Charitable Tax Deduction &
Other Giving Incentives
We continue to successfully defend the charitable tax deduction for individuals, but a reduction
to the deduction could be ‘on the table’ as part of
overall tax reform. Donors who itemize their taxes

may now claim up to 35 percent of the amount spent
on charitable gifts. This giving incentive must be preserved for charities with limited resources. President
Obama included a proposed limit on the charitable tax
deduction in his FY 2011 budget to change the deduction from 35% to 28% for couples making $250,000 or
on individuals making $200,000, stating this would
raise $179.8 billion over 10 years to help pay for government programs, and continues to support reducing
the deduction. But thanks to the collective efforts of
the nonprofit community, the ‘fiscal cliff ’ tax rate legislation did not include changes to the charitable tax
deduction.
Further, the America Gives More Act needs help —
this bill was passed out of the House of Representatives
and we hope for Senate action before the Senate adjourns this month. The legislation would make certain
deductions permanent — the IRA rollover, donations
of conservation easements, and donations of food
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inventory and extends the deadline for donations from
December 31, 2014 to April 15, 2015. It is unclear if the
Senate will act on this as of this writing.
We anticipate more challenges to the charitable tax deduction as part of overall tax reform
after the 2014 election cycle.
Postal Legislation &
Nonprofit Mailing Rates
The nonprofit postal rate discount is essential to
help eligible nonprofit mailers mail affordably.
We have succeeded in pushing back an effort to
drastically raise rates in postal reform legislation — but rates are increasing under the poorly
crafted ‘Exigency Rate’ case decision. Nonprofit
mailers faced a major rate hike via a reduction in the
nonprofit preferred rate discount in Section 403 of
H.R. 2309, a bill by California Representative Darrell
Issa. That bill stalled as a result of thousands of letters
sent by dual DMA & DMANF members in 2013. But
the Postal Regulatory Commission decided to allow
the USPS to obtain across-the-board rate increases totaling 6% due to the combination of the regular
CPI increase and an additional amount for the postal
‘exigency’ claims.
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Xenia “Senny” Boone, Esq.
General Counsel | DMANF

We oppose rate increases that will raise rates
on mailers, lead to volume losses and do not
sustain the USPS. The DMA and a broad coalition of mailers took the ‘exigency case’ to court.
Postal reform is still likely months away as we
await the election results this November.

Privacy Restrictions on
Data Collection & Use
Due to public fears about digital technology encroaching on personal privacy and recent government surveillance revelations, there is a greater likelihood that
harsh restrictions on data collection and use could
pass at the federal level. Smart technologies being
developed today offer marketers and nonprofits new
kinds of data and a refined ability to effectively reach
out with relevant messages online. But such smart data
techniques have led to cries from privacy advocates restricting marketing through ‘do not track’ legislation
and a mandatory opt-in before data may be collected and used by an organization. The DMA Nonprofit
Federation supports strong self-regulation by asking
members to offer notice and choice to their supporters,
but an opt-in only approach is potentially harmful to
organizations. Organizations must be smart with data
and rely on data to acquire new donors and to better
target existing supporters with relevant and timely information. We need your ongoing support to oppose legislation that would prevent needed data
collection and use through an “opt-in” only restriction.
Supreme Court Case:
DMA v. Brohl
The DMA is fortunate that its case against Colorado’s
out-of-state tax collection scheme will be heard this
December by the United States Supreme Court. The
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issue boils down to the constitutionality of state regulations indirectly related to the payment (or nonpayment) of state taxes. For nonprofit organizations, just
as for businesses, it is very important for the DMA to
preserve your right of appeal to a federal court and not
have a state (with its own vested state interest) act as the
final decision-maker. Although the facts in this case involve companies and not organizations, it is a case that
could impact nonprofit organizations on a national
level. For example, a nonprofit could be forced to provide a donor list to a state to check up on past donors
in that state and not have a right of appeal to a federal
court. We seek support for the litigation expense
of this case and we will keep you apprised of the
decision. Contact Chris Oswald (COswald@thedma.org), DMA’s vice president of state affairs,
to learn how to lend your support.
 Full Text of DMA’s Opening Brief,
see http://thedma.org/wp-content/uploads/
DMA-Brief-for-Petitioner-f.pdf
 One-Page Summary of DMA’s Brief ,
see http://thedma.org/wp-content/uploads/
DMA-brief-one-pager1.pdf
 Timeline of DMA v. Brohl Showing the Case’s
Path to the Supreme Court,
see http://thedma.org/wp-content/uploads/
DMV-v-Brohl-Roadmap-f.pdf
If you would like to participate in the DMANF
Grassroots Network, please contact Senny Boone at
SBoone@the-dma.org, Alicia Osgood at AOsgood@
the-dma.org or simply complete and submit the enrollment form at http://nonprofitfederation.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/DMANF_Grassroots_Network_signup.pdf. 7
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Giving Back in the Big Apple

O

n Monday, August 4, 2014, with the support
of Russ Reid, nearly three dozen New York
Nonprofit conference attendees, committee
members, and sponsors branched out into
the local community to give back on behalf of the Direct Marketing Association Nonprofit Federation. For
the first year ever, the conference featured a special
“do-good” opportunity prior to the opening ceremony
that allowed registrants to volunteer for one of three
service project sessions: assistance with daily operations for the New York City Rescue Mission, ecosystem
identification at Tribeca’s River Project, and offered
assistance with a fundraising campaign mailing at the
Women’s Prison Association.
Jacqui Groseth, Vice President of Marketing & Development at Union Rescue Mission, shared, “The service project was a delightful way to start off the New
York Conference! After a wonderful tour of their newly renovated building, I spent the morning chopping
vegetables and slicing ham in the kitchen of New York
City Rescue Mission. It was humbling and inspiring to
listen to the stories of the kitchen staff as we worked
beside them to prepare the evening meal. I would sign
up again in a heartbeat!”
“The very first service projects coordinated through
the DMANF were a wonderful way to kick off the 2014
New York Nonprofit conference,” said Adrian White
Slagle, Associate Vice President, Direct Response Mar-
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keting at Operation Smile. “Sometimes we get so caught
up in day to day decisions regarding the marketing of
our mission we need to take a brief break to remind
ourselves why we work in this industry. It’s about doing
our part to make the world a better place for all.”
Like Adrian, many other service project participants
used the activity to take a step back from the work that
they do; connecting with peers in the industry while
performing a good deed empowered everyone and truly energized them for the conference. Adrian reflected
on her day at the River Project: “I chose to volunteer
for a cause that is quite distant from the mission I raise
funds for in my daily work but something I am also personally passionate about. The River Project provided a
wonderful opportunity to gain greater understanding
and thereby improve the health of the Hudson River
and its ecosystem while also providing a unique setting
to connect on a personal level with colleagues. There
was no talk of business, just simply what small part we
could do to help this local organization further their
mission that day and beyond.”
Glen Beasley, Director of Direct Marketing at the
Arbor Day Foundation and co-chair for the New York
Nonprofit Conference, was also in high spirits following the day’s event. “When the idea of service projects
came to light it was hard to suppress my excitement
- Giving something back to the nonprofit community,
being part of another organization’s passion and hard
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work, helping people do good: These are things that
move us all. Move us to action, to work harder, to advocate. It’s what makes the nonprofit world sing. “
Glen volunteered his time at the Women’s Prison Association, the nation’s first service and advocacy organization committed to helping women with criminal
justice histories realize new possibilities for themselves
and their families. Each year, WPA provides services
to over 1,500 women and 500 children in New York,
helping reunite with their children, secure permanent
housing, find employment and build stable and independent lives.
In addition to the helping hands, the Direct Marketing Association Nonprofit Federation also encouraged
all attendees to donate school supplies and “re-gift”
conference backpacks to the students associated with
the WPA. By the end of the two-day meeting, fifteen
boxes had been shipped to the Women’s Prison Association, filled with backpacks, writing utensils, notebooks and more.
Glen was inspired by his experience firsthand and
completely floored by how many attendees participated in the donation process. “After helping out the
Women’s Prison Association it was easy to understand
how they’d survived for nearly 170 years. It was easy to
get caught up in the success stories and the lives they’ve
changed. It was easy to donate to their cause. Service
projects can grow and change the way the DMANF,
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my friends and colleagues and possibly even the media
approach fundraising and their daily lives. I’ve rarely
been so enthused.”
Kim Walker, Director, Direct Mail at Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center; and co-chair for the New
York Nonprofit Conference, was instrumental in the
coordination of all three service projects. Kim received
the following Thank You from WPA:
Kim — we got the delivery today! Amazing! We are
totally blown away and SO grateful. We haven’t sorted
through everything yet but are thrilled to have so much
available to us to get the kids started off on the right
foot in September. Your group was fantastic on Monday
and our mailing has gone out. We are thrilled that it all
worked out and are very grateful that you thought of us
to partner with this year. Thanks again. 7

Thanks to Russ Reid
for support of this
new endeavor!
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